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Abstract� In this contribution aspects of inter�sample input signal behavior are examined� The
starting point is that parametric identi�cation always is performed on basis of discrete�time data�
This is valid for identi�cation of discrete�time models as well as continuous�time models� The usual
assumptions on the input signal are� i� it is band�limited� ii� it is piecewise constant or iii� it is
piecewise linear� One point made in this paper is that if a discrete�time model is used� the best
possible �in the model structure� adjustment to data is made� This is independent of the assumption
on the input signal� However� a transformation of the obtained discrete model to a continuous one is
not possible without additional assumptions on the input signal� The other point made is that the
frequency functions of the discrete models very well coincides with the frequency functions of the
discretized continuous time models and the continuous time transfer function �tted in the frequency
domain�
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� INTRODUCTION

Parametric identi�cation of time�continuous sys�
tems is always performed using discrete�time
data� The output of a dynamical system at a
sampling instant depends of course on the input
at all previous times� not only its values at the
sampling instants� To obtain a non�ambiguous
description of the output at the sampling instants
one must thus be able to reconstruct the input at
all times from its values at the sampling instants�
In this contribution some aspects of this problem
are studied�

In the next section some variants of how to re�
construct the input between the samples will be
reviewed� In Section � the two most common
ones in the time domain are treated� viz zero�
order hold and �rst�order hold assumptions on
the input signal� The issues are illustrated using
Schoukens� electrical machine data 	Schoukens
and Pintelon� �

�� in Section ��

 RECONSTRUCTING THE
TIME�CONTINUOUS INPUT AND

RELATING CONTINUOUS�TIME AND
DISCRETE TIME DESCRIPTIONS

When and how can the time�continuous input
be reconstructed exactly from the sampled val�

ues only� How does this a�ect the discrete�
time 	sampled� representation of the system that
underlies all time�domain estimation methods�
These are questions that are dealt with in this
section�

Suppose that a time�continuous� causal linear
system is given by

G	s� �
b�s

n � b�s
n�� � � � �� bn

sn � a�sn�� � � � � an
	��

with the impulse response

g	���

or the time state space representation of the
transfer function

�x � Ax�Bu

y � Cx�Du

where the �direct term� is D � �� if and only
if b� � �� Given sampled values of the output
y	kT �� k � �� ���N � the following relation can be
stated 	assuming u	t� � � for t � ��

y	kT � �

Z kT

�

g	kT � ��u	��d� 	�

Suppose also that the input u	��� � � � � NT
can be reconstructed from the sampled values



u	kT �� k � �� � � �N �

u	�� � f� 	u	T �� � � � � u	kT ��� 	��

If the reconstruction is linear� the reconstruction
rule is given by

u	�� �
NX
k��

rk	��u	kT � 	��

and if it in addition is causal it can be written as

u	�� �

���T �X
k��

rk	��u	kT � 	��

where �x� denotes the integer part of x� In the
linear case the following relation is obtained from
	� and 	��

y	kT � �

NX
���

�g	k� ��u	�T � 	��

where the summation only goes to k in the causal
case 	��� Depending on the reconstruction rule
this may or may not be written as a �nite di�
mensional 	possibly non�causal� system

y	kT � �
�B	q�
�A	q�

u	kT � 	��

when �B and �A are polynomials in the shift oper�
ator q�

qu	kT � � u	kT � T �

Now� what reconstruction rules 	�� are there�

From a theoretical point of view the sampling

theorem perhaps �rst comes into one�s mind� If
the time continuous signal has no spectral compo�
nent above the Nyquist frequency� then it can be
exactly reconstructed from the sampled values�
The reconstruction is based on trigonometric in�
terpolation and is of the character 	��� linear and
non�causal� Typically the reconstruction of u	��
for a given � involves all the sampled values� This
means that the sampled form of the system 	��
is fairly awkward to deal with� In this situation
there is therefore a great advantage to use a fre�
quency domain approach� Fourier transforming
inputs and outputs and �tting these transforms
directly to the frequency function 	�� avoids the
issue of ever constructing 	��� See 	Schoukens
et al�� �

���

From a practical point of view� the most common
assumption is to regard the input as piecewise

constant� This means that the reconstruction be�
comes very simple�

u	�� � u	kT � for k � ��T � k � �� 	��

and also the discrete�time version takes a simple
form 	���

An alternative is to assume that the input is
piecewise linear� i�e�

u	�� � u	kT ��

u	kT � T �� u	kT �

T
� 	� � kT � 	
�

for k � ��T � k � �

This reconstruction is also linear� It is however
causal only for � � �T � � �� � � � � N � but this still
leads to a causal representation of the sampled
system 	��� 	�� at the sampling instants�

The two approaches 	�� and 	
� are often called
zero�order hold 	zoh� and �rst�order�hold �foh�
respectively� and they will be further discussed
in the next section�

One can of course continue to de�ne second� and
higher�order interpolation rules� splines etc� for
the reconstruction of the input� This is straight�
forward conceptually� but could typically lead to
non�causal representations�

Now� what are the practical aspects of these re�
constructions� If one is in full control of the
identi�cation experiments it is natural to either
let the input be band�limited 	constructing it as
a sum of sinusoids� or to be piecewise constant�
The choice is dictated by practical considerations
and partly by tradition in di�erent areas�

A further question is what happens when the in�
put cannot be reconstructed from its sampled val�
ues� 	The same issues apply when an incorrect
reconstruction rule is applied� e�g� foh when the
input really is band�limited��

The answer will be that the model makes the best
out of the actually applied reconstruction rule�
Any input reconstruction error will be treated
as noise and lumped together with other distur�
bances� One can thus fairly easily evaluate how
serious this problem is� Check how big� for exam�
ple� the discrepancy between the true input and
a linearly interpolated one are� and compare that
with other disturbances present�

� ZERO ORDER HOLD AND FIRST
ORDER HOLD RELATIONS

Assume that a system is given on the form

�x � Ax�Bu
y � Cx�Du

	���

with x � Rn� y � R and u � R� If the system is
driven by a piecewise constant input signal 	zoh�
as in 	�� or a piecewise linear input signal 	foh�



as in 	
�� the corresponding sampled system can
be described as

x	t� �� � Fx	t� �G�u	t� �G�u	t� ��

y � Cx�Du 	���

with

F � eAT � G� �

Z T

�

eAtBdt� G� � ��

in the piecewise constant case and

F � eAT � G� �

Z T

�

t

T
eA�T�t�Bdt�

G� �

Z T

�

	��
t

T
�eA�T�t�Bdt

in the piecewise linear case� Clearly� 	��� with
G� �� � can be put into the standard form 	���
of the same order as if G� � ��

The transfer function for the sampled system is
described by

H	z� � C	zI � F ���	G� � zG�� �D

The general discrete input�output relation can
then be written

A	q�y	t� � B	q�u	t� 	��

with A	q� � qn � a�q
n�� � � � � � an and B	q� �

b�q
n � b�q

n�� � � � � � bn� The relations be�
tween the coe�cients ai� bi and the coe�cients in
F� C� G�� G� and D or the original continuous
coe�cients in A� B� C and D are complicated�
However� it can be stated that if the assumption
that the input signal is of zero�order type is used
and the continuous system with D � � is given�
then coe�cient b� in the discrete�time model is
zero� If D �� � or if a �rst order hold is used then
usually b� �� ��

The transition from continuous�time models to
discrete�time models is un�ambiguous� when the
input�signal assumption is �xed� The transi�
tion from discrete�time models to continuous�
time models� however� is more complicated� To
calculate the continuous�time model knowledge
about the input�signal assumption has to incor�
porated� Nothing can be said only on the basis
of discrete�time model coe�cients�

See Fig� � for a illustration of the relations
between the continuous�time and discrete�time
models and corresponding input signal assump�
tions�

� EXAMPLE

To investigate the e�ects of the di�erent ap�
proaches� they were applied to the electrical ma�

CONTINUOUS TIME DISCRETE TIME

ZOH

FOH

D=0

D≠0

D=0

D≠0

b0=0

b0≠0

Fig� �� Possible transitions from continuous time
models to discrete time models and vice versa�

chine data� described in 	Schoukens and Pin�
telon� �

��� The technical computing environ�
ment MATLAB 	version ���� is used throughout
this section� For details regarding MATLAB and
the System Identi�cation Toolbox 	SITB�version
���� the reader is referred to 	The MathWorks
Inc� �

� Ljung� �

���

The notational convention regarding the esti�
mated models� used further in this section is the
following� xxntpa� The meaning of the letters is
explained in Table ��

xx Model structure oe�ss

n Model order
t Type of model c�d

p Pre�processing u�f

a Input assumption z�f

Table �� Table explaining the notational convention
regarding the estimated models in this section�
oe�ss � output error model�state space model�
model order � degree of A�q� or dimension of the A�
matrix in �����
c�d � continuous model�discrete model�
u�f � un	ltered signals�	ltered signals�
z�f � zoh assumption�foh assumption�

The methods tried out were the following�

�� A discrete�time output error method� using
the oe command in SITB in a straightfor�
ward fashion� No time�delay was assumed�
and models of di�erent orders were tried out�
They are called oe�du� oe�du etc� and have
the form of the type 	second order example�

b� � b�q
�� � b�q

��

� � a�q�� � a�q��
�

� A continuous�time state space model� pa�
rameterized in canonical form� The model
is of output error character and has a direct
term�

�x �

�
�� ��
� �

�
x�

�
�
�

�
u



y �
�
�	 �


�
x� ��u� e

and correspondingly for higher order mod�
els� The models are �tted to discrete�time
data assuming that the inpt is piecewise con�
stant� using ms�th 	in its �czoh� option� and
pem of the SITB� The models are denoted
by ssncuz� where n is the order� The cor�
responding sampled models are denoted by
ssnduz�

�� Same as above� but assuming that the in�
put is piecewise linear� This is obtained in
the SITB as above� but using the �cfoh�

option in ms�th� The models are denoted
by ssncuf in the continuous variants and by
ssnduf in the sampled variants�

�� A continuous time input�output model was
�tted in the frequency domain to Fourier
transformed data� This was obtained in
MATLAB as follows 	fourth order example��

U�fft�ze��	�

� Y�fft�ze��	�

�

g�Y��U� w����������������pi�

b	a��invfreqs�g	w	�	�	abs�U
���	��
�

The models are denoted by mfn� n being the
order 	� in the example above��

�� Same as above� but only using frequencies
up to the half Nyquist frequency 	i�e� the
��� �rst points above�� These are models
denoted by mfnb� n being the model order�

�� When modeling the system using second or�
der models� the data is �ltered in some cases�
A low�pass �lter 	Chebyshev type� with the
cut�o� frequency at ��
� � fN � where fN is
the Nyquist frequency is used�

In Table  the resulting models in the �rst order
case are shown� The coe�cients of the discrete
oe�model and the discretized �rst order continu�
ous models are almost identical�

In Table � it is shown how the second order and
fourth order models are able to reproduce the
validation data�

In Fig� �� the Bode plots of the di�erent ��th
order models are shown�

The following conclusions can be drawn�

� Despite the fact that the frequency domain
approach handles the band limited data in
a formally correct way� the resulting model
still shows some artifacts around the Nyquist
frequency� The �strange� behavior of mf�
around 	 � 
�T is explained by the fact
that the phase should be a multiple of 
 at

Model Fit Trans� func�

oe�du ������ ������� ������
�� ��������

ss�duz ������ ������� ������
�� ��������

ss�duf ������ ������� ������
�� ��������

Table 
� Comparison of the 	rst order models� The
discrete�time oe�model and the discretized �foh and
zoh� continuous�time models are shown� The sec�
ond column �Fit� shows the mean square error be�
tween the simulated and measured data� Note that
the measured data is not the same as was used in the
estimation of the model� The third column shows the
transfer functions of the models� but the argument q
is suppressed�

Model Fit

oe�du ������
oe�df ������
ss�duz ������
ss�duf ������
ss�dfz �����
ss�dff �����
oe�du ������
ss�duz ������
ss�duf �����
mf� ������
mf�b ����
�

Table �� Second and fourth order models tried out
are shown� together with their resulting 	ts when
tested against validation data� The syntax for the
models can be found in the beginning of this section�
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Fig� 
� Good agreement of the discretized continu�
ous models and the frequency function estimate up
to the Nyquist frequency� Bode plot showing the fol�
lowing curves m�f� ss�duz and ss�duf�
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Fig� �� Importance of not including the Nyquist
frequency when estimating the frequency function
directly in the frequency domain� Bode plot show�
ing the frequency functions estimated on the whole
discrete fourier transform mf� �the line with jumpier
phase curve�� and the frequency function estimated
on the 	rst half of the discrete fourier transform data
mf�b �avoiding the peak at the Nyquist frequency�
and the fact the the phase has to be a multiple of ���
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Fig� �� Good greement of discretized continu�
ous model and discrete�time model up close to the
Nyquist frequency� Bode plot showing the sampled
�th order state space model ss�duz and the �th or�
der output error model oe�du� The state space model
is discretized using the zoh assumption�
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Fig� �� Comparing continuous�time models� From
top to bottom� Bode plots of ss�cuz�ss�cuf and
mf�b�

	 � 
�T � This follows since the measured
phase shift at 	 � 
�T can only be a mul�
tiple of 
� A comparison between mf� and
mf�b shows that it is the inclusion of the fre�
quencies around 	 � 
�T which gives this
behavior� See Fig� ��

� The sampled data models ss�duz and
ss�duf are almost identical and also almost
coincide with the continuous�time model mf�
up to the Nyquist frequency� see Fig� � This
con�rms�

� The �t in terms of discrete�time mod�
els is identical� and does not depend on
what assumptions we have about inter�
polation rules of the input�

� The continuous�time model� �tted in
the frequency domain really gives a �t
of a sampled system� This is due to
the Nyquist frequency e�ect mentioned
above�

� One would then expect that also oe�du

model would be identical to ss�duz and
ss�duf� This is not quite the case� as seen
in Fig� �� The reason is that the intrinsi�
cally discrete�time model works with poles
on the negative real axis� These models have
no continuous�time counterpart 	the family
of n�th order discrete�time models is strictly
larger than those n�th order discrete�time
models that can be obtained by sampling
	zoh or foh��� Actually� in Table � it can
be seen that these models� e�g� oe�du� that
do not have a continuous�time counterpart
are clearly better at reproducing data�

� The resulting continuous time models
ss�cuz and ss�cuf di�er and the �rst�order
hold model is closer to the mf�b� that was
obtained in the frequency domain� �tted up
to 
�	T ��

Finally� a comparison between the fourth order
model and the second order model obtained from
�ltered data is presented� The Bode plots are
shown in Fig� ��

From Fig� � it can be concluded that when re�
moving the high�energy component of the input
signal near the Nyquist frequency� good results
can be obtained by using a lower order model�

� CONCLUSIONS

We have in this contribution studied some iden�
ti�cation aspects of inter�sample input behavior�
The most important points are that�
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Fig� �� Filtering data� removing the high frequency
disturbance� enables 	nding a good second order
model� The models shown are� oe�df� ss�dff and
oe�du�

� Using discrete�time 	sampled� models im�
plies no assumption or prejudice on the
continuous�time input� e�g� that it is piece�
wise constant�

� Some input reconstruction schemes would
require non�causal discrete�time models�
However� the discrete�time model 	estimated
by using a prediction error method� in any
case does the best possible reconstruction
available with the model structure�

� For example� assuming a continuous�time
model that is either zero�order hold or �rst�
order hold sampled or a discrete�time model�
all lead to the same �tted discrete�time rep�
resentation� provided it is covered by the
model structure� Possible discrepancies� can
be due to the fact that �rst�order hold re�
quires a direct 	no�delay� term� and that
not all discrete�time models have continuous
counterparts�

These aspects have been illustrated on data from
an electrical machine�

One could also add that for fast sampled data the
assumptions of piecewise constant or piecewise
linear inputs can be quite good approximations
	reconstruction rules� for any reasonable input
signal�
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